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We Specialize In: Michigan State University will hold its SIXTH 
ANNUAL MINORITIES INCOMMUNICATION ARTS 
AND SCIENCES MID-WEST CONFERENCE on Booklets Reports : : ‘ 
October 21-22, 1993 at its main campus in East 

Laser Prints Resumes Lansing. . oo 
The conference is an excellent combination job 

i fair, series of workshops, and career development FAX Transparencies : 
activities. It brings together recruiters in the field of 

Recycled Paper communication, students, professionals and academi- 
cians. The conference provides an outstanding 

t) opportunity for students and others to polish career 

Yel of Cy ele building skills and compete for jobs and internships. 
Recruiters represent well known corporations, regional Pp 9 
firms, and graduate schools. Interviews are one on 

Randall Tower 1314 W. Johnson St. 251- 2936 one and private. 
sa: (iimiaySeuime FAX paigezis _ Pre-registration is $10. A check of money order, 

FAX 257- 6555 Michigan State University payable, can be sent to Dr. 

Lawrence N. Redd, 290 Communication Arts Building, 
Michigan State University, East Lansing, Michigan. 
For additional information, please call (517) 355-3410 

or fax 336-1244. 
The conference is sponsored be the College of 

Communication Arts and Sciences. 
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. . 
Editorial 

Technology and the 
1 

Environment 
J The nineties have been notorious for cause I consider this such a massive 

7. Ps, the popularization of the PC movement. problem that I do not understand, and 
§ bs | It is impossible to exist on a college cam- —_ technology could be the massive solution 

. pus with out being literally bombarded that I do not understand either. 
nearly every day with arguments about But technology can still be frighten- 
political correctness. As a literature ma- ing, particularly when its applications are 

, jor, | have engaged in countless discus- not carefully thought out, or when it is 
sions, some rather heated, about the pros _ allowed to get out of hand. A devastating 

and cons of being “PC.” Environmental- example of an instance when environ- 
ism has unfortunately become character- _ mental technology did more harm than 
ized by many as simply a part of the PC good is the case of the Green Revolution. 
movement. | say unfortunately because Scientists developed strains of seeds that 
as scary as political correctness is, ignor- could produce three or four times what 
ing the issues it addresses is even scarier. _ regular seeds of the same type could. The 
Few would disagree that labelling a seeds were sent to countries where 
cause “PC” tends to trivialize it. Even people were consistently undernourished 
fewer would disagree that at this point, and very poor. The problem was that the 

Mariah Steele the environment is a “PC” issue that is seeds were not very hearty so crops 
Wisconsin Engineer Co-Editor too important to ignore. could not withstand harsh weather con- 

My roommate and I were discussing _ ditions such as extreme heat and drought 
this editorial when she pointed out some- or wetness that many of these countries 
thing | found interesting, but had never experience. The crops were not resistant 
really thought about. She is what | would __ to pests, and needed fertilizers to grow 
call a serious environmentalist, with very successfully. Poor people were forced to 
strong feelings about the movement's purchase expensive, dangerous, often pe- 
purpose and goals. She was lamenting troleum-based pesticides and fertilizers 
the fact that it looks like technology is ul- to make these high output crops produce. 

timately going to save the environment. In spite of its very worthy intentions, the 
My initial reaction was “Wow, that is Green Revolution was more harmful 
weird — it just seems too much like a than helpful. 
contradiction in terms.” But after think- If] were truly PC, | would argue that 
ing about it for a while, it made sense, to save the environment we need a “back 

and for some reason that I could not fig- _ to nature approach.” To some extent, | 
ure out, | was reassured, which I have think this is true. People are not going to 
never felt before when talking about the be interested in saving the rapidly dimin- 
environment. ishing environment until they have 

Technology brings out a strange re- learned to appreciate it. They are not go- 
action in me. I prefer to shy away from it, _ ing to learn to appreciate it by sitting 
claiming fear and ignorance. Yet I find it around college campuses waxing politi- 
fascinating and oddly appealing, and in cally correct. However, college campuses 

many ways it has made my life so much are one of the few places we can learn 
easier that there is a certain comfort in about the technology that may ulti- 
knowing | can count on technology. mately save our environment, and are 

When it comes to searching for ways to even better places to make sure such 
protect the environment, I am similarly technology will do more good than harm 
comforted by technology, probably be- 

continued from page3 

she was doing at Madison. Each was ence of working on the magazine. 
genuinely determined to get the most, That characteristic put them into the 
not the least, from an undergraduate en- category of students whom | like best 

gineering degree by obtaining a first-rate and respect the most: the kind who are 
education, part of which was the experi- NOT happy to get less than they pay for. 
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1 Dean's Corner 

An Educati ] lars nN Education or —y a 
a Degree? | <= | ag / | 

g | ian || 
Dichotomies: win or loss, one or you graduate with a ticket to success in al 4 =a oa 

zero, present or absent, right or wrong. your hand. Along the way, you worry \ | 
Lots of things besides the insides of about your GPA enough to get by, and L-/ 4 

computers can be understood in terms of | maybe about joining a student group or " | 
variables that have only two possible val- _ two so that you can have something to = “at | 
ues. The more | work with college stu- put on your resume. £ Ml (| 
dents, the more I think I can separate all If you think getting an education 4 | 
of them according to just one dichoto- and getting a degree are the same thing, 
mous variable. then think again. I'd like to give that ad- 

I’m not talking about male vs. fe- vice to the Wisconsin legislator who re- 
male, smart vs. dull, poor vs. rich or in- cently managed to make the front page ‘ 
troverted vs. extroverted. I certainlyam _ by advocating a three-year bachelors de- 
not talking about successful vs. unsuc- gree. As past students of mine know, I L — 
cessful, since | don’t claim to be nearly like to start each semester by passing on oS ak >. 
smart enough to know what constitutes an interesting saying that I got from my a = ° 
success in engineering school, let alone in colleague Dr. Jay Samuel: “Higher edu- Ce ae ok FI Pe} 
life in general. cation is the only place where the cus- 

I think what it is that divides engi- tomer is happy to get less than he or she 
neering students right down the middle _ paid for.” How true that is. Yet, it is Ceo tan 
is whether they know what they are do- only true for some students, in fact, ex- Petr fel Tete or . 
ing here or not. actly those who are confused enough to Pre-Engineering Office 

Now that | have said that, please do think that they are here to earn a degree 
not stop reading. Otherwise you'll think _ rather than to receive an education. 
that am talking about whether a student — Those that are concerned about becoming 
knows what he or she is going to major competent professionals look at each 
in, and what he or she will do fora jobin course and each lecture as an opportu- 
a few years nity to be explored, not as a burden to be 

Nothing could be further from my carried only as far as absolutely neces- 
mind. | spend a lot of time talking to stu- sary. 
dents who are brave enough to come into Nowhere does that difference in atti- 
my office and admit that they are not tude show more than during Engineering 
sure about a major, or about whether Expo, which was recently held in record- 
they will really like working as an engi- setting fashion. Those students who 
neer. Other students come into my office __ think they are here to earn a degree were 
and want to talk only about a certain ma- nowhere to be seen. Those that are here 
jor. My point is that it is not necessarily to get an education were proudly taking 
the students in the second group who part and, in the process, learning some- 

know why they are here. Many times it thing while contributing to the general 
is the students in the first group who good of the college. In some cases, | am 
have a clearer vision of purpose. sure that education came at the expense 

You see, when I talk about students of somewhat lower grades on recent ex- 
knowing what they are doing here, | am ams, but that is just one of those tradeoffs 

talking about much more than whether in life. 
they have picked a major. | am talking Another good illustration of that dif- 
about whether they have figured out that ference came recently when | had the 
their purpose here is to get an education; _ pleasure of travelling with four engineer- 
that is, to grow into the role of a compe- ing students and my colleague Dr. Ryn 
tent, mature professional. Etter to the national Engineering College 

Too many students fall into the other | Magazine Associated convention in 
group. They think they are here to get a Lawrence, Kansas. Of the four students, 
degree; two were firmly decided on a major, one 

that is, they think you pick a cur- was committed but still exploring op- 
riculum; you sign up for classes for nine tions, and the fourth was profoundly un- 
or ten semesters; you cross off all the decided on a major. None, however, was 

courses you've taken, always taking the in the least confused about what he or 
easiest possible options; and pretty soon continuedon page2 
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Toxic Slud Free Fertilizer? oxic Sludge or Free Fertilizer? 

Application Controversy 

SETTING: The disposal of PCBs found in sludge at known of the persistence of PCBs or the 
The first golden rays of the morning sun —_ concentrations greater than 50 parts per mechanism by which they were absorbed 
illuminate the rolling Wisconsin country- million falls under the Toxic Substances into the environment. The EPA feared 
side. A crisp springtime breeze blows as Control Act. Professor P. Mac Berthouex _ that PCBs would be taken up by crops 
an old farmer and his son quietly walk of the Civil and Environmental Engineer- and passed into the food chain. 
the country road beside their barren ing Department explains: “Under the 
farmland. A cloud of dust rises in the Toxic Chemical Substance Act it was THE QUEST: 

distance. classified as a material that you couldn’t Berthouex outlines the MMSD’s task at 

do anything with unless you had special _ this point: “The engineering job is to fig- 
“Here they come,” mutters the old man. permission.” ure out how to reduce the risk. You can 

“Who is it?” asks his puzzled son. do it two ways ... . One way is to pre- 
“The fertilizer trucks.” rn Ssé+—erntt zprecopiee from being exposed .... The 
“From the local feed store?” . other way is to reduce the concentration 
“Nope. From the city. They belong to the Now outlawed in the of the chemical to a level where exposure 

sewage treatment plant!” U.S., PCBs were previ- doesn’t do any harm or poses a risk that 
i society can tolerate.” 

Granted, a farmer and his son waiting to ously used as semicon- 

apply municipal sludge to farmland may : . . ' m The MMSD decided to sponsor (without 
A be fit for an “Escape to Wisconsin” ducting liquids inca federal funding) a five-year study with 

ad. Still, this scene is very appealing to pacitors, inks, carbon- UW-Madison. This study determined the 
local engineers challenged with the prob- degradation rates, plant uptake, soil 

lem of sludge management and disposal less carbon paper and Teaching and runoff of PCBs from sludge 
Thus, our story begins .. . transformers. applied to farmland. These results sup- 

port land application as an environmen- 
FLASHBACK: tally sound answer to the sludge disposal 

From 1942-1974 the Madison Municipal The MMSD appealed to the EPA to allow problem. 
Sewerage District (MMSD) stored sludge application of the PCB-contaminated 

in lagoons at the Nine Springs Wastewa- __ Sludge to area farmland. The EPA re- ENTER THE MAIN CHARACTERS: 
ter Treatment Plant. After receiving per- _‘ fused on grounds that not enough was Begun in 1985, the MMSD-sponsored 
mission from the regional administrator 
of the Environmental Protection Agency : 
(EPA) in 1974, the MMSD began apply- i iia 
ing sludge to agricultural land. The — 
sludge supplied all the necessary nitro- : : - Seicsiecs 

gen for crop growth, saving farmers (Gz ay a 2 i Fi an) : 

about $50 per acre in fertilizer costs. This pe <= | 1° (Heaaerg) oa @ 

slsohelpes alleviate Madison’s sludge ce ice | eS a v my f' = a 2 

disposal problem, | an a haf iy AY i ye 
CONFLICT: hi pI ye] ST. | pi ee Le Bgl cB 5 
In 1982 forty-year-old sludge from one ai a, ry a ce’ | : iad a " & 
lagoon was found to be contaminated NG "i \ : Se & 

with polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs). ony = 

PCBs are potentially toxic organic mol- oS 7 g 
ecules with varying numbers of chlorine si é “ ae e 3 

atoms attached to a double-ring carbon ee PA ees ea g 

“skeleton.” Now outlawed in the U.S., Sore sieteene Sint ee SURE She 5" 

PCBs were previously used as semicon- Workers fromthe Madison Municipal Sewage District transfer PCB-contaminated sludge 
ducting liquids in capacitors, inks, car toa UW-Madison tankertruck. Land application of sludge providesessential nutrients to 
bonless carbon paper and transformers. farmlandand helpstoalleviate Madison's sludge disposalproblem. 
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CO a 
Se : 5 eacanieteas 

study was developed by De EES geal Se ‘eN aN te cially true for congeners 
Professor Art Peterson of - eI. BE ld present in extremely low con- 
the UW-Madison Soil Sci- centrations. Despite the diffi- 
ence Department and David f i fe penta tee ag xe e culty involved, 79 distinct 
Taylor of the MMSD. The ones me F ee Hie tr oe spp anna PCB congeners were detected 

project involved the sub- neem VCS as Pe fe aged from the sludge. 
surface injection of Madison es Aine Re rc a iar oe We 
sludge into farmland at a RO eee eee! eo CLIMAX: 
UW-Madison’s West Madi- ra Py eS Cs Sam | The results of the analyses 
son Agricultural Research ee ee i Aer a. oe Sa i were taken to Berthouex. He 
Station. The soil of thistwo ay rien Aas a” a : NCH N vagt st i 4 i and consultant Robert Gan be- 
acre site is similar to that of SS ea ave vied boa eS = re fy] 5 gan statistical interpretation 
local farmland which had a ; Se poo aie ig aaa s and modeling of the data. 
received Madison sludge. ih_ Pan sou eg b yee ma eam ml 

a ae a: RS se > wi = = According to Berthouex, “The 
RISING ACTION: i : ats | VD aia ae 5 rate of disappearance can be 
Peterson and others broke S/S zy Ne ieee WY gt & = modelled as a simple first-or- 
down the site into three aut’ tm, Pa < DRC OR Ta fo = der decay .. . just like radioac- 
rectangles, subdividing Ee ane tr > SEER Cr ‘tive decay.” This means that 
each into ten 1200 square Per ee uate CaS aie SE. voor As ei @ the PCB concentration in the 
foot (60 foot by 20 foot) ait tt ze ie ae: fe oe ee sf Cae) 3 soil decreases exponentially 
plots. They held two plots ie Me Mi tan OREN Bae 2 Bis ee 4] ° with time. The study found 
from each rectangle as con- | ig @page ae Ea wane oR Cte 4 j gah ‘i |S that the rate constant (which 
trol plots. To avoid possible es nS ih aa 1s ‘5 ys eS See Ae psn 7™ determines the “speed” of the 
contamination from adja- La 2s i Nee ce ah ERENT S a S  SAN E al degradation) is independent 
cent plots, the researchers Workers at the West Madison Agricultural Research Station of the initial concentration, ap- 
chose to use the inner 400 plot out farmland for application of PCB-contaminated sludge. plication rate and frequency 
square feet of each plot, tak- Researchers measured degradation rates, plant uptake, soil of application (once or annu- 
ing 24 random samples leaching and runoff of PCBs from the sludge. ally) of PCBs in the soil. 
from each plot. 

E ae sae face soil, corn stover (whole plant minus pte pelt tte Being 
very spring 5000 gallon tanker trucks the cob) and grain. First samples were amount of time it takes for the concentra- 

hauled sludge from the lagoons to the re- ys g ofied ae urified. Next ce were tion to decrease by one-half, varied from 
search site. Sludge was applied one time Ft ane Panes ey five months to four years. The average 

A jected into a capillary column. Then, . . . 
or annually to each plot according to the'samples ‘were passed through thecol:, 2° 19 months. PCBs with fewer than 
Peterson’s original design. Workers in- arf aa ee Passed 6 ous : four chlorines had the shortest half-lives, 
A - . . . separated into distinct bands of Le i x 
jected the sludge eight to ten inches be- individual congeners. Electron-capture which is good news since they comprise 
low the soil surface and disked the land - P more than three-fourths of the total con- 
to ensure thorough mixing of the PCBs. —_——— centration. PCBs with more than five 
Next they planted field corn without the * — chlorines generally had very long half- 
use of pesticides or herbicides. These The negative pu blicity lives or did not decrease noticeably. In 

chemicals could not be used since they towards PCBs was the all, 43 congeners disappeared. 
would likely interfere with research re- 

sults. result of one stu dy There are four possible causes for the dis- 
appearance of the PCBs: volatilization 

Over the next five years, Peterson and done years ago on (eine off as a gas), leaching through 
co-workers collected 1400 surface soil laboratory rats. the soil, crop uptake and biodegradation. 

samples. In addition, they collected Volatilization was ruled out since previ- 
four-foot deep soil samples each fall to ous Studies show that volatilization is re- 
assess the effect of leaching on the soil. detectors measured the composition of sponsible for less than two percent of 
Peterson describes the tight controls over _ the samples. Finally, computers recorded PCB loss. Leaching was rejected since 
the project: “Even when we were taking —_ and analyzed the data. PCB levels at 24 to 36 inches were almost 
the soil samples we had to wear plastic as low as background levels in the soil. In 
gloves over our hands so that [we] didn’t The Madison researchers had to employ fact, the PCBs appeared to be repelled 

contaminate it with [our] hands.” a very complex analysis to ensure accu- from water. 
rate interpretation of the data. Any con- 

Peterson then employed the technique of | geners that were similar to each other This left only crop uptake and biodegra- 
capillary column gas chromatography to _ were recorded as similar peaks on the gas _—_ dation as possible causes for PCB disap- 
analyze the PCB concentration in the sur- chromatograph. This proved to be espe- pearance. The data from the study clearly 
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showed that crop uptake did not account —_U.S. Other chemicals have been devel- However, the fate of future sludge work 

for any significant disappearance of oped which have replaced PCBs in in- ultimately rests with the EPA. Their deci- 
PCBs. Biodegradation by microorgan- dustry. sion affects not only farmers receiving 
isms had to be the mechanism. Eighty- the sludge, but also the many people in 
five percent of the biodegradable conge- MORAL OF THE STORY: the Madison area that unconsciously use 
ners degraded while only six percent of The Madison sludge project can be hailed __ its sewage system every day. 
non-biodegradable congeners were re- a resounding success. Not only was a 
duced. Thus, PCBs were broken into model developed for the degradation Heightened environmental awareness 
safer chemicals with no harm to the envi- __ rates of the PCBs, but an environmentally calls us to reuse our precious resources. 
ronment. Most importantly, PCBs were sound mechanism for their disappear- By simply recycling sludge, we convert it 
not absorbed by the corn, so they could ance was introduced. Analysis showed from a persistent burden to a valuable re- 

not be passed on through the food chain. __ that crop uptake was nota factorin PCB source. 
disappearance, so the food chain is not 

Furthermore, PCBs may not be as dan- endangered by land application of PCB- ... So father and son proudly survey 
gerous as was once thought. Berthouex contaminated sludge. The UW-Madison their land as two large vehicles rumble 
criticizes, “For years the popular press study supports land application as an ef- down the country road. The man’s confi- 
would never report a PCB, they would fective and economical management ap- —_—_ dent smile and the boy’s shining eyes re- 
always report it with some emotional ad- proach for treating PCB-contaminated veal their high hopes for this year’s crop. 
jective like ‘deadly’ PCBs or ‘toxic’ sludge. Side by side, they contemplate the hard 
PCBs.” work to be done. Neither really seems to 

VISIONS FOR THE FUTURE: mind. The son is happy to help out the 
The negative publicity towards PCBs PCBs are the only chemical substances in _ family. The father is content knowing he 
was the result of one study done years sludge that are restricted based on their is supporting the family while preserving 
ago on laboratory rats. After being sub- concentrations, rather than the actual the environment for future generations.lIl 
jected to massive, lifelong doses of some amount applied to the soil. New regula- 
PCBs, the rats developed cancer. A more __ tions need to be established that limit to- 

recent study done in Germany suggests tal PCB application over time. With the 
that PCBs do not pose a great health risk. data from this study and Berthouex’s —_—_ 
In fact, the 26 July 1991 issue of Science first-order model, it will be easier to cal- —— AUTHOR 
quotes the EPA in the 30 January 1991 culate these safe limits. Jason Och is a sophomore pre-engineer 
Federal Register : “Thereis inadequate praying for divine help in selecting his major. 
evidence of carcinogenicity of PCBs in The results of the Madison sludge project This fall, he hopes to buy a hot pink 
humans.” Still, Berthouex does not ex- will undoubtedly be used in determining — Volkswagon bus and go cruisin’ to Graceland 
pect PCBs to be reintroduced into the future EPA sludge application policy. or maybe Woodstock. 

Green Bay Study Successfully 
° ° 

Explores PCB Contamination 
Professors Anders Andren and Dave quantities of PCB contaminants in Green _ pal source of contamination. In fact, 95 
Armstrong of the UW-Madison Water Sci- Bay sediment. Six federal agencies, the percent of the bay’s PCBs came from the 
ence and Engineering Laboratory recently Michigan and Wisconsin Departments of Fox. 
completed participation in the $12 million Natural Resources, four UW campuses 
Green Bay Mass Balance Study (GBMBS). and nine other universities participated An estimated 40,000-55,000 kilograms of 

They determined the mass of about 100 in the project. They obtained rather sur- PCBs still remain in the riverbed of the 
PCB congeners in Green Bay sediment as _ prising results. Fox. If left alone, the PCBs will continue 
a function of their location and depth. to contaminate Green Bay for another 20- 

From analyses of more than 1000 sedi- 40 years. 
UW-Madison’s involvement in this ment samples, the researchers discovered 

project was largely due to its Sea Grant that the bay contains 8500 kilograms of Using data from the GBMBS, the Green 
project. Directed by Anders, this adminis- PCBs, 2000 kilograms in the first three Bay region is developing a remedial ac- 
trative program has funded research on centimeters of sediment. The PCBs were tion plan to outline the cost and feasibil- 
the Great Lakes for more than 20 years. concentrated in the southeastern region ity of various PCB clean-up and removal 

of the bay. This led researchers to con- techniques. Ill 
Building on Sea Grant’s work, the GBMBS clude that the Fox River, entering at the 

determined the source, distribution and bay’s southernmost end, was the princi- — Written by Jason Och 
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FACULTY PROFILE 

Technical Writing 
A quick glance at Ryn Etter's desk started teaching 

reveals that she is not a run-of-the-mill courses in technical k i 
professor. It actually takes more than just writing. “Technical : . fi 
a glance to realize that there isadesk un- _ writing has sharpened ae ae 
der the piles of papers, books and maga- _—my focus on the audi- + ed od . : 
zines in the corner of her office. More re-_ ence. It’s made me ex- - tae y eee? 
vealing, though, are the postcards, pic- tra conscious that not ‘7 alt aw 3 
tures, and thoughts that are taped up only is there me and eo = : 
above her desk. Pictures of The Far Side, the paper, but there’s ae > ge = 
Aretha Franklin, howling wolves, and another person, the au- eek og => geek 

“The Advantages of Being a Woman Art- __dience, in the equation pee iz Re 
ist” cover most of the space over her too.” She finds that oy ¥ > 2 ¥ pei 

desk. Of all the things Ryn has inhercol- _ this focus on audience ea "| . ae 
lage, the one thought she feels is espe- works well with her ae hy a id : 
cially important is “Happiness isa spiri- background injournal- | n ’ \ . 
tual necessity.” “I think this isanimpor- ism. Pa Pp i a 
tant idea that many people don’t realize” Another change s Se s: 

for Ryn is her attitude F y ee 
— SE  §—tOWards technology. beA4 + , Fe 

"Happiness is a spiritual joc of tinea tae < , 
necessity. " increased her fascina- ‘ Bs 

tion with technology, sla, | 

but has also reinforced 
she says. her wariness of relying 

While Ryn doesn’t necessarily teach —_ on it too much. 
“happiness” in her classes, she does ap- “Gizmos won’t make you a good writer. _ bringing in the overhead projector!’ 
ply her unique or, as she puts it, “slightly There is a definite danger in substituting Then they realize that I’m actually one of 
skewed” views to her teaching. technology for understanding.” So how their instructors for the next two days.” 

“T believe in the power of the written does one become a better writer? “Read While Ryn may not have a typical profes- 
word. Not many people do anymore.” a lot and write a lot. That plus good DNA _ sional appearance (cowboy boots and 
Ryn has made the study of the written can make you a great writer,” she jeans are her “power suit”), she has 
word a big part of her life, and her B.S.in laughs. “Seriously, reading is an impor- strong feelings about what “professional” 
Journalism, M.A. and Ph.D. in English tant part of becoming a good writer.” means. “Professional is defined in many 
from the University of Iowa (a veritable Ryn would like to startaclasson“Criti- different ways. I see the ultimate profes- 
Mecca for English academics) make her cal Technical Reading” as an Engineering _ sional as someone who gives people in- 
more than qualified to talk about the Professional Development course. “I’ve formation that’s good. That’s what I try 
written word. found that the people who write well,in _ to do in the seminars I do.” 

In her eighteen years of teaching — any field, are the ones who were encour- Ryn uses this same approach with 
she began as a teaching assistant at the aged at some time in their lives toread.” —_ her audience of students: “The best way I 
University of Iowa in 1976 and has been In addition to her work in Engineer- _can help people learn how to write is by 
teaching at the University of Wisconsin ing Professional Development, Ryn also giving them an opportunity to hear their 
Madison since 1989 — Ryn has taught a works on outreach seminars for profes- own voice. Basically, I try to do minimal 
lot of people a lot of different things, sional engineers. These seminars gener- damage in my classes.” Ml 
such as American literature, narrative lit- _ ally run for two days, and are meant as a 
erature, women’s studies, news writing sort of tutorial for writing skills. —_ 
and reporting, composition and technical T asked Ryn how people react to her ——— AUTHOR 
writing. Teaching technical writing is a less than conventional appearance at the ee ; 
new direction for Ryn, and she says her seminars she does for Ee inecnes, “Their ley Seen ae nate OL 
writing has changed since she first first reaction is ‘God I hope she’s just Pee 
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W. Edward Deming: 

A Man of 
“Ninety-five percent of the quality , P oe 

problems are in the process,” states W. @ philosophy emphasizes eliminating one 

Edwards Deming impatiently. The 92- te pea ees aaa 
year-old statistician has been voicing his Industries boday, euch ag instilling ent 
quality philosophy throughout Japan ployee reads [pe ncale tT NSIC eetials 
since the 1950s. But it took until the carly esse eres ees and touting corperate slogans: Although 
1980s for American companies to awaken Deming pularily Consentrates On atti: 
from their long slumber of poor manage- ae ee Peters on phesiie 
ment, Using statistical procedures, tools and fechraques to assist individual 

Deming has changed companies’ atti- “According to Deming, you should make __ lients. Statistical Process Control is one 

tudesand incomes. more use of the people involved in the of these tools. 

In front of a filled lecture hall of process.” The Japanese began incorporat- “ eontrolchart altechruque found in 
American managers, Deming presents ing Deming’s ideas with quality circles. SE eet are ae pre 
his theory of quality management. The Over time, variations of these quality Ota productiat Sn uaa antervalss Jo 
crowd of managers did not come to be circles have become extremely effective understand ie implementation, consider 

praised; rather, they came to learn from in industry. Quality circles consist of an example, Pontiac’s Engine Plant Num: 

the Guru of Quality, Deming. A stern people involved in the improvement of Dev AB yeh fad @ problem with ma- 
man of precision, Deming’s frustration various stages of a process. Meetings chining a hole ina camehatt Boar The 
with American management has grown and discussions among these workers, hole diameter of a randomly picked cam- 

through the years. From the podium he representing all levels in a company, pro- salt Beanies measured every Nourand 
proclaims sarcastically, “We should vide necessary feedback for upper man- values collected over time were plotted 

never export American management toa — @gement. Quality circles require training, On @ contra] charte Control charts ue 
friendly country.” The crowd of intense another of Deming’s strict quality rules. used totind any, frends or noticeable 
listeners chuckles in response. Although “Create constancy of purpose forim- Variations. The variation can be acy 
Deming was originally from the western provement of product and service,” reads counted for by Ong: of two causes, special 

United States, his impressive quality im- Deming’s first point. The basis of Se ecm Special GATE SS ERO NUL 

provement theories were first imple- Deming’s plan relies on this first point, explains Ermer, “All the other causes are 
mented in Japan rather than in America. continually improving to meet the needs common caused variability. They are in 

After being rejected by many Ameri- of the customer and employees. “Deming the system and can be fixed. Common _ 
can universities and companies, who talked about continuous improvement in — causes account for 85 percent of the vari- 

were thriving in post-World War II pros- all processes,” clarifies Ermer. “Quality ability he says Changes wich evel: 
perity, Deming found the Japanese improvement has to be in all depart- oped on the control charts were associ- 

highly interested in his contemporary ments, not just in the quality manage- ated wali commonicause variability. Rms 
ideas about quality. Japan, suffering eco- ment department,” he says. Deming’s ployees were able to determine when to 
nomic strife after the war, began to adjust the machine by following trends 

implement Deming’s ideas on Statistical, | he contro) chat : 
Process Control and Total Quality Man- After being rejected by Anierica.s alarm was finally 
agement. In the 1950s, the Japanese 3 a , sounded in 1980 by an NBC documen- 

economy flourished as a result of many American universi-  taryon oe as oe 
Deming’s ideas. At the start of the de- i i Setar nseR cnet Genme in eee poe 
cade, ih Japanese established the most tles and compares who scholarly advice, Although America had 
prestigious award found in business in were thriving In post- a recophizedd Dr. Deming , he ile 
Deming’s honor-the Deming Prize. Yet, 7 not pamper America’s: managers. Manag- Deming’. eccuest romaine daly anja.’ World War II prosperity, ers from Ford, GM, AT&T moautien 
pan. America was still sound asleep. Deming fou nd the Japa- earned thacitwas Deming’ way and 

Deming’s new ideas sparked a revo- : . : none other. Some of Deming’s clients 

lution in Japan’s businesses. As an ex- nese highly interested in were left < fend as sen! ied 

ample, Professor Donald S. Ermer, a sta- isi i i aA ONE? ein perause,° their lack o 

daca process control expert at the Uni- his innovative ideas obedience: Since Deming has been recog- 

versity of Wisconsin-Madison, states, about quality. nized in America, companies have seen 
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results in quality and productivity that week course in quality and statistical Deming is still evolving his 14 points 
surprise even the Japanese. methods. In only a year Pontiac was able _as a guide to industry throughout the 

In 1981, Deming began working with — to improve its productivity by 27 percent. _ world. He has given a new goal to 
Pontiac; within a year simple changes Deming’s methods paid off. today’s industry: continue to improve by 
had been made which yielded impressive The Zytec Corporation, a power sup- using quality. With Deming’s philoso- 
results. Using Deming’s statistical meth- ply manufacturer, is yet another success phy, everyone is a winner. Deming has 
ods, Pontiac had found that most of its story of a company that implemented challenged today’s industry to learn to 
defective connecting-rod bolts were sup- _ Deming’s methods. Zytec employs use the knowledge obtained to improve 
plied by a single source. That supplier Deming’s 14 points in every aspect of its our society. According to Deming, a basic 
was dropped. The number of defective company. For example, when a company — knowledge of all parts of a process is a 
connecting-rod bolts decreased substan- wants to buy Zytec’s power supplies, the key factor in achieving success. Said best 

tially. two companies become partners. “From by Deming himself,” Hard work and best 
Another example involved the ma- ground zero, Zytec has their people and efforts, put forth without guidance of 

chining of a Pontiac camshaft gear men- your people design the product to- profound knowledge, leads to ruin in the 
tioned previously. In 1981, 38 engines gether,” states Ermer, “and after that world that we are in today. There is no 
had been removed from the line due to Zytec takes you to their sales department __ substitute for knowledge.” 
loose camshaft gears. By obtaining statis- and gives you access to all records of 
tical measurements each hour and plot- Zytec’s sales.” Although Deming’s ideas 
ting them on a control chart, the machin- _ are a drastic change from older managing TLR 
ing tool could be adjusted to meet the techniques, they have proven successful. Sa NL 

Bear specifications. In 1982, only SIX ene To the relief of the WiEngineer staff, general 
gines needed to be removed. Deming’s manager Jim Webb will be taking a leave of 
ideas for better quality affected the train- absence for a co-op at 3M this fall. 
ing of the production workers as well. \ —— 
Pontiac’s workers were given a four ie i 

Nan ae 
A - * wre) =f dents plan their presentations. Once they 

T Q M | N Pek have finished planning, the students do 
their presentations. Having done their 
presentations, students check themselves 

T h ( . O FE E by viewing their own video tapes and by 
eC } using reviews from fellow classmates. 

fl The final step involves changing the 
methods for future presentations or act- 

A new revolution of quality is LY ing on evaluations. The PDCA cycle is a 
spreading from industry to education. A method which constantly improves any 
new concept of quality has affected the process. 
education of students at the University of nw Along with TQM, Courter also ap- 

Wisconsin-Madison — Total Quality Man- # plies some of Deming’s theory to the 
agement. According to Sandra Courter, a TCC program. “All of Deming’s 14 points 
member of the Engineering Professional . ae apply to education,” declares Courter. 
Development Department, TQM is “a Sandra Courter, TCC program director uses Deming’s first point, constancy of pur- 
system which promotes continuous im- Deming’s principles in her classes. pose, dictates the importance of teachers 
provement in any process.” Courter, di- helping students “maximize their own 
rector of the Technical Communication potential as communicators through con- 
Certificate program, uses TQM ideals to tinuous improvement.” Through the va- 
provide her students with opportunities more trouble than it was worth,” states riety of courses and faculty, the TCC pro- 

to improve their technical communica- Courter, “but when I asked the students, gram allows students to improve their 

tions skills. they said they really liked it.” The fre- skills through learning and doing. Ac- 
Frequent course evaluations are quent evaluations directly affect the stu- cording to Deming’s theory, quality is 

used to meet the needs of students. For dents presently enrolled in the course as used to continually improve a process. 
example, Courter asked students in EPD well as those in future classes. The strat- Using TQM, Courter is improving the 
275, Technical Presentations, if they egy of using these evaluations incorpo- TCC program for students, teachers and 
benefitted from preparing, delivering rates the Plan, Do, Check, Act technique. students’ future employers. 

and video taping presentations outside of The PDCA cycle outlines four steps 
class. “I thought that it was technically for implementing a process. First, stu- — Written by Jim Webb 
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ee E Xx D O pee 

es Exhibits and exhibitors are There was a lot of thought and ef- 
es judged on a variety of criteria fort put forth on all the projects.” 

es including presentation (oral But it takes more than just the ex- 

es and visual), comprehensibil- _ hibits, judges and awards to bring 
ed ity to non-engineers, applica- about such a success. The nine- 

bs tion of engineering prin- member EXPO Committee commis- 
ee ciples, creativity, challenging sioned more than 150 student vol- 

ee the senses and overall ap- unteers to help sell tickets and 

ee Q£=i® FC concessions and assist with park- 
=== ifach category is assigned four ing. In total, the 1993 Engineering 

Ss judges, except the Student Or- EXPO was attended by almost 
ganization Category, which 19,000 members of the viewing 
has two sets of four judges be- public. 
cause of its size. Two of the Because it is only presented bien- 

Green slime. Concrete canoes. judges for each category are nially, it won’t be until 1995 that 
Glowing ee Lester —_—}$—$_——— students will get to demonstrate 
model cars. Recycled Bucky mag- " their vast engineering knowledge 
nets. Robotic welding. There was a lot of and viewers pet to Be and Se 
What do all of these seemingly un- the green slime and glowing 
related objects have to do with thought and effort put plasma of the next Engineering 
each other? These are only six of forth on all EXPO. iil 
the over 90 project topics that . ” 
were on display at the UW-Madi- the projects “AUTHOR 
son College of Engineering Exposi- —_ TT a 

tion of 1993 on April 16, 17 and engineers from industry and the Julie Hromadka is a second year student in 

18, Engineering EXPO is a three- third is from the UW system. To chemical engineering. She is also a very active 

day event in which students in the — test an ex- member in SWE. 
College of Engineering and mem- hibitors 
bers of industry spend hours dis- ability to | 
playing exhibits that demonstrate communicate q 
engineering technology, new prod- with the i ee 
ucts and fascinating research. non-engi- <a eee oe 
But what’s the reward for spending  neer, the -— ~ H 7 s 

so much time on such a huge fourth judge : & | | Xu 
project? CASH! The EXPO commit- for every << 1s | | _— 

tee awards a total of $7100 cash category —ge, 7 rH 
for winning projects in five differ- does not 2 4 i 
ent categories: Individual Exhib- have anen- [RSS ae \ 
its, Graduate Student Exhibits, gineering a ih ae a , 8 

Small Group Exhibits, Student Or- background. [~~ |7 "*=r t= me Pes pe As 
ganization Exhibits and People’s Tom Weisen, [| Sle * a aus jem| 8 

Choice. EXPO Com- fk, 1a - & 
In all the categories, monetary re- mittee Co- a ia" _.8 ) ial 7 

wards are distributed as follows: Chair states, | =) 3 a si | g 
First place $700, Second place “| thought it || J IER maa = 

$450, Third place $250 and Three was a great 7~e8 Fy ; a = g 

Honorable Mentions $100 each. An success es = ————— iS 

award of $150 is given for the best mainly be- Aah, g 

theme related exhibit and another cause of the i" xs = 

$150 award is presented for the student ex- — WhenEXPOwasfinished, volunteershelped to removeadisplay car from 
best overall project. hibits, the Engineering Building. : 
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and 
t 1 1 

he winner Is... 
Student Exhibits: Individual Awards 

First Place Virtual Reality Simulations 

Adisak L. Pochanayon 
Second Place Robot Compact Disc Changer 

Scott Hasse 

Third Place CD Juke Box 

John Hare Small Group Exhibit Awards 
Honorable Mention Robotic Welding 

__ Andrew Loron First Place Logrolling Simulator 
Honorable Mention Neural - Networks Second Place Engineering Campus Walkthru 

_ Denis Goddard Third Place Recycling-Stick With It 
Honorable Mention Feel the Bass. Honorable Mention Hybrid Rocket Engine 

Francis Doreian Honorable Mention Wings! 
Honorable Mention Applied Superconductivity 

People's Choice Awards 

Best Overall Project Hybrid Rocket Engine 
Best Theme Related Project AIChEese Challenge 

Student Organization Exhibit Awards 

First Place Virtual NASCAR Reality 

Kappa Eta Kappa 
Graduate Student Exhibit Awards Second Place Formula Car 

SAE 
First Place XDRUMS Third Place The AIChEese Challenge 

Todd Brennan AIChE 

Second Place Audible Plasma Screen Honorable Mention Sensor Response Car 
Mark Erickson Tau Bet Pi 

Honorable Mention Transparent Display 
SHPE 

Honorable Mention IEEE’s Invisible Maze 
IEEE 
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te 
tu 
& 
m Pre-Engineers Party On! 
(5 Attention Pre-Engineers! Keep your eyes 

open for flyers promoting the Pre- 

= Engineers’ Bash_,anevent coordinated 
& each semester by Polygon Engineering 
ly Council. This semester's Bash should 
ly feature the usual FREE PIZZA as well as 
= opportunities to talk with representatives 
— from various engineering student 
(5 organizations. Get involved early and 
= start building that all-important resume. 
Lu The Bash traditionally takes place during 

the first week of classes. 

WY 
a 

a 
& 

«4 

2 E / / | =| | Engineering Briefs 
ty 
ly by Mike Waters 

= 

ly . 5, 2, 

wn Anarchy Rules in University Student Government 
La After months of bickering over whether or not to disband the Wisconsin Student Association 
lu (WSA), the university student government, the WSA Senate voted on April 15 to dissolve the 

& organization and make room for a new student government. In the meantime, however, 

~ there will be no student government. The April 15 vote called for disbandment of the WSA 
by July 1, with the exception of the WSA Studentprint Office. The Senate decision to disband 

(> was the result of months of debate prompted by last fall’s referendum which asked students 
= whether or not they wanted the WSA to disband. Students who participated in the referen- 
— dum voted in favor of disbandment by almost a two-to-one margin. The disbandment 
& resolution also formed a Board of Trustees which will oversee the trust of the organization 
ly until a new student government is formed. On April 29, the WSA Senate created guidelines 
lu for the re-establishment of a student government. The guidelines state that any UW student 
= or student group may submit a constitution for a new student government to the Board of 
oa Trustees. The Trustees will then formulate a referendum question to be printed on petitions. 
© The student or group that submitted the constitution must then get 4000 student signatures in 
= order for the Board of Trustees to hold a referendum to vote on a new constitution. 

du 

i 
a 
& 
a 
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n 
Get Connected at Career Connection m 
Need a summer or permanent job? Well, don’t miss this fall’s = 
Career Connection . Coordinated by Polygon Engineering 
Council, Career Connection providesa prime opportunity for Q 

engineering students to get their feet in the door to employ- = 
ment. This annual, two-day event in mid-September draws m 
representatives from over 70 companies from across the m 
nation. Career Connection is traditionally held at Union South. 7 
Watch for posters publicizing the specific dates of this event. — 
(Students looking for employment should also stop by the = 
Engineering Career Services office in Engineering Hall.) ®@ 

3 = 
m 

Polygon Elects New Officers POLYGON a 
At the final Polygon Engineering Council 
spring meeting, engineering student m 
organization representatives elected nine 2 

new Polygon officers: President —Melissa @ 
Kumlien, Vice Presidents —Linda Kensler — 

and Mohsin Khan, Treasurer -Tom = 

Wiesen, Banquet Chair —-Bernie Menachery, Mm 

Pre-Engineering Chair —Jenifer Brunette, m 

Publicity Co-Chairs —-Matt Kavanand a 
Debbie Zastrow, and Scholastic Chair — = 
Brian Bartels. The wisconsin engineer 
wishes each of the new officers good luck ® 

in the upcoming year. Also, many ow 

thanks to this year’s Polygon executive 
board for all of their hard work. ENGINEERING COUNCIL = 

wv 

wn 

m 

Nukes Win Blood Drive...Again = 
The results of the Polygon Engineering Council spring blood drive are Q 

in! Once again, students in the Nuclear Engineering and Engineering = 
Physics (NEEP) Department won the competition with the highest m 
percentage of donors. A bit surprisingly, however, NEEP students m 
also donated the most pints despite the small size of the department. a 
The blood drive fell short of its goal of 50 pints with only 44 dona- = 
tions. Individuals wishing to donate blood may stop by Youngblood = 
in Union South. Polygon will organize another blood drive sometime ® 
in the middle of the fall semester. w 

a 
m 
“I 

” 
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Environmental Remote 
Sensing 

Since the dawn of the atomic age, distance is accomplished through detail. Once the area is captured on film, 
people have become more critical of the airborne or satellite monitoring of the the photo is usually scanned into a 
technology that engineers introduce to Earth. The satellite weather maps on the computer which changes it to a digital 
the world. Technology is expected to evening news are one common applica- image. It can then be analyzed both by 
improve our quality of life without tion of remote sensing. In a remote the human eye and with computer 
harming to world we live in. To do this, sensing system energy covering a broad methods just as a digital image from a 
we need to understand the effects that range of the electro- sacle can. 
technology has on our environment. We magnetic spectrum is f Although aeria 

all Giew bon the hole in the ozone recorded. This Remote sensing eee A 
layer and the possibility of global ranges from ultravio- . provides a highly 
manne but how are ioe pn Bem let light and visible provides a chal- io record of 
detected? Remote sensing of the environ- light to radio waves. the land, it is 
ment provides a practical way to monitor The energy is lenge for those who impractical for 
our world and to identify problems in the captured on photo- enjoy the latest In many applications 
way we manage the Earth’s resources. graphic film from . because it is often 

Numerous departments at UW- aerial monitoring or technological ad- ee r 
Madison are involved in remote sensin, ina digital image get flights off, ani 
education and research. Civil and i from a satellite. The vances and are if data needs to be 
Environmental Engineering makes up photo or image is collected ona 
the core of the ean wile the then interpreted and concerned about regular basis, 
Institute for Environmental Studies offers analyzed resulting in the welfare of our many flights are 
a strong curriculum in Environmental information about a required. Also 
Monitoring. Forestry, Geography, Soil our environment environment. only energy in or 
Science, Botany, Computer Science and (see figure 1). near the visible 
many other departments are also Airphoto part of the 
involved, making the study of environ- interpretation, or the spectrum can be 
mental remote sensing available to a identifying objects on an aerial photo- recorded on photographic film, again 
wide range of students. graph, is a widespread method of remote _ limiting the use of airphoto interpreta- 

sensing. Aerial photography provides the _ tion. 
THE TECHNOLOGY only means of capturing a relatively If the high resolution that an aerial 

Remote sensing, or sensing from a small area of land ina high degree of photo provides is not ee ee 

sensing from space is the most practica 
and complete method of acquiring data 
about our environment. By using 

DATA) REQUISITION =e DATA ANALYSIS satellites to monitor the Earth, it is 
possible to look at every part of the Earth 

[ =" | approximately once every 16 days. To 
ag date, five U.S. Landsat satellites and a 

SPOT satellite put up by France have 
LE <2p [sea] been used to ee teow, The first 

<28 Pictodet Viel pas three Landsat satellites used a multispec- 

(a) n , es i eee “eo tral eee (MSS) to (ook at four broad 
tough he ) aS Users areas of the spectrum(green, red, and two 

a os oe stmosshere se Q BEE near infrared bands). They had 80 meter 
a Gis somone: ia wv if) A) resolution as compared to 30 meters 

eee ea “pools accomplished by Landsat-4 and 5 which 
SSeS 13 cotter in addition use a Thematic Mapper (TM). 

WS The Thematic Mapper looks at seven 
FIGURE I Electromagnetic remote sensing of earth resources. narrow areas of the spectrum(blue, 

green, red, and four infrared bands). 

Figures 2 through 4 show the differences 
between an aerial photograph and 
images from the MSS on Landsat-3, and 
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the TM on Landsat-4. The French SPOT f Bee r hihi fa a oe =a 

satellite provides the best resolution to eee i iD eae Ft Ee. 4 
date. By providing 10 meter resolution y ahem S.. fH 4 me 5) em ea 4 eee 
for black and white images and 20 meter a No ie ae e Pi es Piet Sa | 

~ oe be Pr Pi pil AP . oe Settee ea eh rar 
resolution for color images the satellite Pe Peet os Be tr Pt ES Se tae A 
began a new era in remote sensing. lI bi ee cs Rit: SE ade ena th ch scum: ee 

Initially, operation of the Landsat F Pe E? ee rs ax ae as as eee ery m oe rat 
satellites was controlled by the govern- be a a SG Seta See cr ae 8 ee 
ment. In 1983, President Reagan commer- ae a Pees al ees E ges Fees ee ee 
cialized the satellites, putting the we ts ns AY he ee ares ES Raggi go Ete x 

. ae : tae bho b of Use Sr hy re ae oe eee ee 
responsibility on private companies for ee Pre BLN = a Bd ae eee a y pA | 
their further development. This resulted bia mac ae W/, ri a: Hu eee. es a Ce eae iy , ¥ 
in more specialized applications of Ee da a = ie Y Bie OY, Se eile AM aa] 
remote sensing and an increase in the ty ag ae A ig Mieke ss eS i te ag a 
cost of obtaining satellite images. A SPOT ae Ve. i oS a. ca Se E. AP tet han y a: 
image is about 4000 dollars for a 150 mile Se Se San Se ee. 4 eee te ieyt _ SIVA ee 
by 150 mile area. In the near future, [ae x ca ia & * se Baie? | 4 7 rr sae | 
regulation will transfer back to the |e aie ec” eid B at. i gut Ley Be ce. 

government, resulting in data being: hae ~ 3 res 4 ag i i SS ie as 1 Hg : 
provided at the cost of reproducing it. ee. ee oF rs ns Ae eS ee aca | ee 

Sm ee ae re oY Clean 
DIGITAL IMAGE PROCESSING FIGURE2. Detroit airport and vicinity photographed froma flying height of 20 

Obtaining remote sensing data is a kilometers 
much simpler than using the data to 
solve environmental problems. Once an proaches are taken in classifying land yellow. Once colors are related to their 
image has been recorded by a satellite or cover; supervised classification and corresponding objects, a computer can be 

an aerial photo has been scanned into a unsupervised classification. With trained to repeat the process. With 

computer, the first step in applying this supervised classification, an image is first unsupervised classification, the computer 
information is called digital image displayed on a computer screen. Each first narrows down the number of 
processing. Professor Frank Scarpace object on the ground reflects different different colors in the image, which 

from the Environmental Studies and wavelengths of light and therefore makes it easier for someone to classify 
Civil and Environmental Engineering appears as a unique color in the image. the image. Once an image is classified, 

departments develops computer algo- Someone then classifies the image by the location of resources on the ground is 
rithms to do just this. He works with two assigning the different groups of colors to known and can be used to manage the 

types of algorithms, those that classify, or the objects they represent. For example,a__ land in many different ways. 

group the objects in an image, and those Shortleaf pine tree appears olive green to Image enhancement is another 

that enhance an image. yellow green on an image while an integral part of digital image processing. 

According to Scarpace, two ap- American beech tree appears orange Since satellites record images line by line, 

if one sensor is not calibrated properly 
ke ar 2 arya ee cg the image ends up with a set of evenl 

ve if rs al a). at Pim | ; a | Riedie ago spaced Horizontal ines on it. earl 
ms Le Bo a ew, ied , uy ie - ee Fy algorithms use Fourier analysis to 

, i r4 es me ¢- Ce a he ee remake the lost part of the image, thereby 
4 BA +s Fog ett ee | removing the lines. Other methods of 

a es a pit pa ne by 4 ued i My z F image enhancement are used to make it 

A i ; oe i 4 ri ie a oie easier to differentiate between objects in 

Was p Leer be a Ps ee) t a hee an image. sai oF a ad "3 re | ae B Sumas 
iil /- ' , 2 Ue | An introduction to digital image 

? : i 5 ps Oe processing can be found in CEE 303 

, u : ’ as ‘ am § fg | ee taught this fall by Scarpace. Students in 
bs ? 4 a 2%, ‘ « the class examine and use his algorithms 

on de al a, are rm a NG Hs H| to do classifications of aerial photos and 
' ; ; V / oe a x F pi a cata ‘ ar satellite images. 

f a 5 

i he r Aa et id ey ty io THE ENVIRONMENTAL REMOTE 
ae agi, Coy Me et deer ats SENSING CENTER 
5 ; ps ‘ ry se 8 a € 7. % i ¢ Much of the research done in remote 
io Pog ™) ao » ithe | pe ee iF yey sensing at the UW is conducted in 
eh tie 68 ae Tee bl eet” es association with state and local govern- 
EP ee a : a. |; ment agencies. Many of these research 
FIGURES. Detroit airport and vicinityimaged by Landsat-3 multispectral scanner projects are coordinated through the 
(MSS) froma height of 900 kilometers. Environmental Remote Sensing Center 
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(ERSC) which provides a focus for EDUCATION IN REMOTE non-engineering backgrounds are better 
remote sensing research at UW-Madison. SENSING able to apply the technology. 
Tom Lillesand, director of the ERSC and Undergraduate students at UW- According to Kiefer, the most 
Professor of Environmental Studies, Madison have the opportunity to take popular sequence of courses to prepare 
Forestry, and Civil and Environmental classes in remote sensing starting their students for graduate study in remote 
Engineering explains that even though junior year. This spring, the Department sensing is CEE 301, 302, 303. CEE 301 is 
the Center is not part of the Engineering of Civil and Environmental Engineering an Introduction to Aerial Photographic 
School, it provides many opportunities began offering 14 one-credit modular Systems, 302 looks at Electro-optical and 
for engineers. According to Lillesand, courses taught in five-week portions. Microwave Remote Sensing Systems, and 
the ERSC conducts “high risk” research This allows students to design their own 303 is an Introduction to Remote Sensing 
and development. It then transfers this program to satisfy their interests in Digital Image Processing. All three 
technology through demonstrations and remote sensing. Graduate study can be classes are crosslisted with Forestry and 
pilot projects to done either IES and are taught by Kiefer in the 

different agencies through the spring. 
and industries. Man . . . o Corresponding with-world wide 
students who do . Linking all the pat 2 envieorenienal eanbenhs, the emphasis 
research for the i i i- Environmental today in remote sensing education takes 
ERSC introduce their different disci Engineering or on a more global vision. Linking all the 
skills to companies plines together the Institute for different disciplines together is the key to 
they eventually work Z Environmental applying remote sensing on a larger 
for. In turn, people Is the key to Studies (IES). scale. Kiefer feels that “global databases 
from different state . IES offersan are needed so that people in different 
agencies and applying re- Environmental disciplines don’t fave ie separately do 
industries give i itori the research, they can just go to the 
lectures ane mote sensing on Donen Ces database.” . 5 
University to identify a larger scale. draws faculty Remote sensing education at UW- 
what the real world from a wide Madison offers many exciting opportuni- 
needs from remote range of depart- ties for students from a vast range of 
sensing. ments. Ralph disciplines. It provides a challenge for 

The question of whether global Kiefer, a professor of Civil and Environ- those who enjoy the latest in technologi- 
warming is occurring was recently mental Engineering and Environmental cal advances and are concerned about the 
researched by Professor Lillesand and Studies, is the Chair of the program. welfare of our environment. IIl 

Randy Wynne a graduate student in Kiefer likes to see students come into the 
Environmental Studies. They monitored program looking for a way to apply AUTHOR 
the duration of lake ice on 45 lakes and remote sensing to their own field. He ee 

reservoirs in Wisconsin using data from feels that engineers have a head start Jesse Wolff is an ME-4. He spent the summer 
the AVHRR satellite. They found that with the technical aspects of the Environ- _ hanging out and enjoying Madison. 
long term trends in the lake ice duration mental Monitoring Program. Those with ——————————— 
correspond with climate changes around 
the world. Records of lake ice formation Sd EGRET FSO a $$ —— 

and break up for Lake Mendota have a oy ba TS Pee aoe hae aera a oa os Sey 
: ° i SPOR ee mat ia iene 5 

been kept for 135 years allowing fet : Ne Pee ati ‘ = eae 4 

Lillesand and Wynne to relate long term | aie eh Oj le ee FE ae ee a iam sar ee 
“4 i ei a 4 ERS ye FP Reet a ey trends in lake ice to long term trends in i aa iy Pr vi S a ae” rete Gen 4 

the climate. Their results, which suggest Ye. ay ae ” GE aE NUNS a id apes 
a general warming trend could be a ea sg ie al ie ca sa aa PE cas 
breakthrough in the on going debate. res ve am, ee Le eye , 5 pe Oe sta xa Fe fad 

Another project coordinated through fs S ee) ot ¥ re ta | eae i. fe m4 

the ERSC was proposed by the Depart- Be) " "£ ye P/O Maal sa | Ni os a ee sah] 

ment of Natural Resources. It involves [Seema cf ee) i a oe ba Soe oee aaa hs ai 
satellite land cover mapping of Wiscon- enema: _ /ka ee CE — Oe ae H i 
sin on a regular basis. According to | ag PS WY A | Seah es i me / ye 
Lillesand, “It is a fundamental thing to — ere); ", a, ee ee a 8 x. a ‘ ae 5 28 

know the use of the land and how to i Is ae Rj sa heat? sp ae ca 

manage it.” Information obtained from | “e Va ee t st rey ys ne at 
i 

ie CP et cee ee, a a feng cover mapping can be used to H+ S Ese g = ie Se atari 7") af age 

support environmental legislation, and | au $ a aes Pr ee de Hi wae =| WF i: fee 

can help with forest management and mites © 5 poe ale wall Mr, «gh Ba a - ane: | 
land use planning. It can also be used to a y bs eS hee tok A ii) jf. 3 
attract business to the state by identifying : [ meee na ee ah ry p | ey | 

and locating the mary. natural resources FIGURE4. Detroit airportand vicinityimaged byaLandsat-4 Thematic Mapper from 
that Wisconsin has to offer. . : F - 

aheight of 700 kilometers. 
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Since the adoption of the Federal was created. “The Clean Air Actis going havior, multimedia issues, regulations, 

Clean Air Act in 1990, the field of envi- to have a profound effect on our lives,” analysis, planning, design and control.” 

ronmental engineering and technologies _ said Joeres. “Air pollution is one of our Professor Joeres is proud of the de- 
has grown exponentially. Inresponseto _ biggest problems because it is hard to velopment of this program. He feels that 
this growth, the UW-Madison will offer measure and hard to control. We need it follows in the Wisconsin tradition of 

a graduate program in Air Resource skilled people to help deal with the prob- _ progressive environmental ideas. “Many 
Management this fall. The program will lem.” This was the other main factor dis- _ people don’t know that the Federal Clean 
fall under the broad umbrella of the cussed by the committee, according to Air Act was based in large part on the 

Land Resources Graduate Program of Joeres. 1985 Wisconsin legislation (Wisconsin 
the Institute for Environmental Studies The Air Resources Management pro- Clean Air Act). That bill was designed to 

se ek 4 cut sulfur emis- 
rently the Lan . sion in half by Resources pro- ~We worked hard with both the government joy. i903 
gram also cov- . . . andcwe have 

ere the Water and business community to find out what frre incr met 
lanagement . Wie . that goal.” 

program Boh Kind of training they wanted professionals | jccresiccis tna 
the water ani . . . . . with the success 
air programs to have. This program was designed in site past to 
hope to have * . build on, the 
their ewan class part to fit their needs. new program 
sification in the can goa long 
ee -Professor Erhard Joeres way towards re- 

NE PROw ducing air pollu- 
gram was de- tion. I 
vised by a nine member faculty commit- _ gram itself is designed to cover many 
tee, headed by Erhard Joeres, a profes- disciplines. Courses range from control 
sor in Civil and Environmental Engi- technology and atmospheric sciences to 
neering (CEE) and IES. Joeres stated that policy and economics. The program con- eT = i |=) 
the program was created with several sists of 36 credits, including a six credit 
factors in mind. “We worked hard with thesis. There are 21 core requirements in- . 
both the government and the business cluding Atmospheric Science I (AOS WA N T E D bs 
community to find out what kind of 321), Air Pollution Effects, Measurements H H 

training they wanted professionals to and Control (ME 466/CEE 423), Model- Ai is i=} u a I a4 

have. This program was designed in ing the Earth System(AOS 601/IES 400), A 
part to fit their needs.” Thedemand for and Air Resources Policy, Institutions, = a] ce] ineer 
new employees with specialized training and Regulation which has no course 
in air resources is tremendous. Accord- number as of yet, because it was created 
ing to Joeres, the Wisconsin Department _for this curriculum. Of the nine remain- 
of Natural Resources Bureau of Air Man- _ ing electives, participants must take ei- 
agement is expected to double its size, ther a policy or an economics course to AUIHOR 
from 150 to 300 employees in the next fulfill humanities requirements. This cur- 
two years. In addition, private indus- riculum was constructed to meet the By the time you read this, Dan will have 
tries will also need trained professionals _ stated goal of the program which reads: graduated and will be working in the field of 
to deal with the implications of the new “The Air Resources Management curricu- Technical Communications (he hopes). He 
law. lum in IES is designed to meet the critical has a B.S. in English and is out to dispell the 

Employers needs were not the only need for professionals competent in air myth that English majors have no future. He 

factors considered when this program resources issues spanning air system be- may also be engaged. 
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It's midnight on a dreary Sunday 
night. You, a dedicated engineering 

y A student, sit face to face with a PC at the 

Computer Aided Engineering Center. 
You stare intently at the screen. The last 
thing you can remember is having 

breakfast sometime this morning. The 
rest of the day has blur of computer 
screens, graphs, and data for the lab 

report that has been looming over your 

head for days. You are comforted by the 
( | ( | thought that it will soon be over, and the 

report that you are so close to finishing 
will be in the hands of your professor in 
less than 24 hours. You smile at the 

A thought of completion when suddenly- 
f ) your screen goes blank! This cannot be! 

Around you about fifteen faces suddenly 
rn bear the same distressed expression. 

What is happening? A crowd forms at 
the CAE consultant's desk. The frazzled 

H young man can tell you only that the 

U N | nte ru ota b | oS system’s power is down, and when it will 

be back is anybody’s guess! How can this 
happen? What do you do? 

Powe l iS) SKS) mM NS Is this horrible scenario just an a 
nightmare from a stressed out engineer- 
ing mind, or is it a possible reality? As 
many students know, this is not a 

Typical Computer System Susceptibility figment of the imagination. Rather, 

a downed computer systems often result 
A typical computer location will experience 443 disruptive from powerline disturbances which 
or destructive power disturbances each year. threaten all sensitive electronic equip- 

ment every day. 
264 Sags It is estimated that power distur- 

bances throughout the United States cost 
over 12 million dollars a year. When a 
manufacturing plant experiences a power 

128 Surges problem, thousands of dollars in produc- 
tion are lost for every hour of downtime. 

36 Spikes [| So how is a business to know what 
15 BS causes these huge losses, and how likely 

: Outages Fi is their equipment to be hit? Until 
‘ ) ae rr. recently the causes and frequency of 

2 \ IK , anaes power failures were a mystery. But in 
at Z 2) 1990 the world’s largest power quality 

study was initiated by National Power 
Figures based on 450 site-months of NPL been e 
Power Quality Study data and computer design Laboratory, a division of Best Power 
susceptibility levels of CBEMA, Computer and Technology. National Power Laboratory 
Business Equipment Manufacturers’ Association, was established in 1988 by Best Power 

© 1091, Best Power Technology. ine Technology, Inc. of Necedah, WI to 

research power conditioning and 

Figure1. Typical Computer System Susceptiblity:A typical computer protection products, and to monitor their 

eeu at uag aoe eT Rea Re eee le dU Cage Weak eLy performance. 
rea In March of 1990 NPL began a five 
7 year study on power disturbances 

throughout the United States. Although 
power problems which affect sensitive 
electronic equipment are random in 
nature, the probability of a certain type of 
disturbance occurring can be evaluated 
through statistical sampling methods. 
NPL is using this strategy to conduct a 
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Any operation dependent on 
computers...needs to have a J 
system of protection against UN 

BYPASS 
(Constantly on) (Constantly on) SWITCH 

study of power disturbances at over 80 
randomly selected sites throughout the 
U.S. and Canada. The study monitors a | 
variety of locations, such as residential 

houses and huge industrial plants. At 
these locations single phase 120 volt AC 
power is continuously monitored for up 
to 12 months. The voltage and duration 
of every disturbance is recorded, as well 

as the date and time of occurrence. Figure2. Adouble conversion design UPS convertseinput AC power to DC and backto AC 
Graphic plots indicate the type of power —_forinput. 
problem at hand. a 

Typical sensitive electronic equip- 
ment faces four main categories of power _ Best Power Technology comes in. Best, utility sources turn off. In 1974 an 
problems. Spikes are high magnitude the founding company of NPL, is the engineer working for Brown-Boveri 
split second jumps in voltage often world’s largest manufacturer of the corporation termed one such system 
caused by lightning, or when large standard technology for dealing with “double conversion”, indicating that it 
electrical loads are switched on and off. power disturbances: the uninterruptable converts AC power into DC power, some 

If the impulse of voltage is high enough, — power system, or UPS. of which is stored while the rest is 
it can actually blow holes in delicate Uninterruptable power systems converted back into AC power to be used 
microchip traces, causing permanent work on the concept of continuous by the protected load. The UPS operates 
hardware damage. Surges are overvolt- power. When a machine loses AC input on the double conversion principle. The 
ages that last longer than a regular 1/60 double conversion UPS was the the first 
second cycle. They are caused by the the design which could provide continuous 
same factors as spikes. Surges that last a It is estimated that power power to sensitive machinery such as 
long time or occur frequently can cause " computers. Today UPS's provide power 
damage to computer hardware. disturbances throughout protection to nearly all varieties of 
Undervoltages that last for many cycles SIX MUMIISORSICliscMereme)iciag computer operated systems of all ranges 
are known as sags. Sags are caused by ATA of complexity. Best Power Technology, 
lightning, undersized power systems, 12 million dollars a bell Inc. manufactures UPS products for five 
and ground faults. They can cause levels of power protection. The most 
computers to lock up, and also slow the powerful UPS's are intended for mini- 
disk drive speed. Power outages can be power, a UPS prevents a fatal break in computers and LAN File Servers, while 
prolonged undervoltages or extended output power. This is different from the the lowest level of protection guards 
periods of zero voltage conditions. Such _ older technology of standby power printers, modems and copy machines 
blackouts cause any system to crash, systems which break output power when _ against surges and noise. 
often resulting in permanent damage to transferring from line input power to Today, thanks to UPS technology 
hardware. The current findings of the their own stored battery power. A UPS and the research of National Powers 
National Power Laboratory's power contains a charger, which converts AC Laboratory, many electronic systems are 
quality study have shown that a typical power coming in from a utility into DC provided with protection against the 
computer is susceptible to 443 disruptive power, making it suitable for storage. variety of power disturbances. So the 
or destructive power disturbances per This energy is stored in batteries. During _next time a hard working soul is slaving 
year. (See Figure 1) an outage the batteries provide their for hours at a computer terminal, we can 

Clearly these results indicate that stored power to an invertor, which hope that lightning does not strike, and if 
any operation dependent on computers converts it from DC back to AC and feeds __ it does, there could always be a UPS 
or other sensitive electronic equipment the power to the electronic equipment waiting to save the day. II 
needs to have a system of protection being protected by the UPS. (See figure 2) 
against power disturbances. To insure The concept of uninterruptable 
that valuable time and money is not lost, power systems originated in the 1960s. REN that ones wet systems onginatedtt ————— AUTHOR quipment must be provided with power Researchers at that time were working 
conditioning, which removes small with arrangements of inverters attached Liz Zilist is an ME-4. She spent the summer 
disturbances, lightening protection, and to batteries which in turn connect to interning at Amoco in Chicago. 
alternative backup power. That’s where chargers that provide AC power when 
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CAE Officials Ponder Changing Computers 
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In early April, engineering students phase-out of Macintosh computers is be- _is likely that all Macs will be removed at 
were alarmed by news that Apple Macin- _ ing considered, no decision has been once. If the administration decides not to 
tosh computers would be removed im- madeas to the future of Macs in CAE. eliminate Macs, the current Macs will be 

mediately from the Computer-Aided En- — CAE Director Mike Redmond stated that replaced with new Macs. 
gineering (CAE) labs. Fortunately foren- even if such a decision is made in the It is uncertain whether the same 

gineering students, the news was not near future, the phase-out will not hap- number of computers will be bought to 

true. However, the fate of Macintosh = replace the Macs that may be removed. 
computers in CAE is still uncertain. A . While CAE officials hope to keep the cur- 

The flyers were posted by Polygon wolf computer prices rent computer lab space occupied with 
Engineering Council out of fear that stu- . computers, budgetary constraints may 
dents would not have an opportunity to continue to fall, not allow this. Also, CAE officials stated 
give input into the decision-making pro- 70% of students that as computers continue to become 
cess. This fear arose when a student con- more affordable, they expect more stu- 
sultant at CAE was told that no student may own computers dents will own their own computers, re- 

input would be solicited on the decision i ducing the number of machines needed 
to phase-out Macs. The consultant then in the near future in CAE labs. According to the latest sur- 
passed this news on to Polygon. How- TN _ vey of incoming freshmen, approxi- 
ever, according to CAE officials, Polygon _ pen until the summer of 1994 at the earli- mately 30% own a computer. CAE Asso- 
did not contact CAE to verify therumors est and probably not until the summer of _ ciate Director Art Wittmann speculates 
before posting the flyers. 1995. However, if Macs are eliminated that if computer prices continue to fall, 

While CAE officials admit that a from CAE, once the phase-out begins, it 70% of students may own computers in 
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the near future. Wittmann bases this esti- to buy software for this specific type of CAE officials say that there is no 
mate on a comparison to the sales of cal- computer could be used to provide more — campus-wide movement to phase-out 
culators in the 1970s. Calculators were services to CAE users, such as better en- Macs in computer labs, so students who 

initially quite expensive, but prices de- gineering applications. have spent considerable time learning 
clined as technology increased, making Wittmann cites several reasons why _ how to use Macs would still be able to 
them more affordable. Macs have been targeted as the platform 

Wittmann outlined several reasons to eliminate. First, few engineering ap- a 
for the proposed phase-out of Macs. First _ plications are unique to Macs, whereas imi i 
and foremost Wittmann cited Apple’s there are unique applications on HP and By eliminating one 
place within the market. Apple holds Sun workstations and IBM PCs. Second, type of com puter, 
about 15% of the personal computer mar- Macs are difficult to support in a net- 
ket. Despite having a user meee that work. CAE is Beaty nationally for the network would be 
has been clearly superior to its competi- its ability to run such a complex, multi- easier to manage, 
tors, Apple’s market-share percentage platform network. Third, because Macs . 
has not increased over the past several are used primarily for document-process- hardware easier to 
years. Wittmann attributes this to the ing, as student ownership of computers maintain, and staff 

es § — CONtINUeS to increase, More document- z ’ 5 

. : processing will be done away from CAE. easier to train. 
Despite having a Thus, CAE can put more emphasis on en- 

. ineering applications. . . 
user interface that has 8 In es Aeure, GAE would liketo find them on other parts of campus if 

been clearly superior have portable laptop computers for stu- they are taken out of CAE. However, 

. . dents to use. These portable computers since the College of Engineering is often 

to its competitors, could be equipped with wireless trans- (MS Jeader on campus in changing teh 
u = mitters which would allow students to eos 5 . ances 

Apple s market-share access the CAE network from any room Macs is certainly a future possibility. Ill 

percentage has not with a receiver. This would enable stu- 
i dents to take class notes directly onto the AUTHOR. 
increased over the computer. This might also enable profes- AUTHOR 

past several years. sors to better integrate computer applica- Mike Waters is a senior in mechanical 
tions into their curricula by having them engineering. Mike spent last summer on his 

. . available in the classroom rather than second co-op term at 3M. 

relatively high cost of Apple hardware having to reserve a CAE lab to conduct a= ————____ 
compared to competitors’ hardware. class in: 
Wittmann also sees a trend in the devel- 
opment of more user-friendly operating 
systems by companies such as Microsoft. 
These systems will be able to run on com- 
modity (cheaper) hardware, thus threat- . 

ening Apple’ interface edge. Commod- Now You Have a Choice!! 
ity hardware, primarily Intel-based hard- 

ware, has a 75% market share. Therefore, Professional 

software companies are eager to meet the QD) M atthews Bookstore 

needs of an already large and growing 
market. This is likely to mean better soft- We Specialize in Books and Supplies For: 

ee Engineering © Statistics 
CAE couid also pain f @ Math Comp. Sci. 

eo peiniirom the Physics @ Chemistry discontinuation of Macs. By eliminating 
one type of computer, the network Ask About our 7% REBATE and 

would be easier to manage, hardware 10% Customer Appreciation Discount 
easier to maintain, and staff easier to 

train. This translates into a more stable SPECIAL ORDERS WELCOMED! 
system (i.e. fewer network crashes and . . 

printing problems) and a’staff that is bet- Located near the Engineering Campus on University Avenue 

ter able to handle users’ questions and Open Mon.-Fri. 8:30-5:00 Sat. 10:00-2:00 
problems. In addition, the money used ,_ Phone 608-255-6265 

1319 University Avenue, Madison, WI 53715 
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The crew from the | Wisconsin Engineer poses for a picture after the awards banquet at the Kansas Universit ( 8 P P' 4 y 
student union. 

Neither snow nor Don Woolston’s jokes stopped = 4" Elvis hit or two. Although wehad many cheers (we 
the Wisconsin Engineer crew from getting to Lawrence, Ould not quite tell ifthey were cheers to get us off the 
Kansas, to attend the 1993 Engineering College Stage), we decided to head for bed. 
Magazines Associated conference. Each year, a The next morning, we awoke and managed to 
magazine from ECMA sponsors a convention. This ake our way to breakfast, slightly behind schedule. 
year the Kansas Engineer hosted the convention where Apparently the majority of the conference partici- 
representitives from 12 collegeengineering magazines Pants had similar morning schedules. After a hardy 
gathered. Theconvention gives magazinestaffachance _ breakfast we headed to the Kansas University Cam- 
to find new ideas to bring back to their magazines.The —_ Pus by double decker bus. 
themethis year was “Decoding the Technical Dialect.” A Washington Post photographer started the 

Although the first 150 miles took us four hours, day’s events witha talk on his workin the journalism 
but we arrived only an hour behind schedule. The field. His discussion focused on the importance of 

kind faces of theaward winning KansasEngineer staff initiative with-in any discipline. He explained that 
greeted us when wearrived at the Quality Inn/ Karaoke his best work has resulted from assignments that he 

bar. Thus began the weekend of intense communica- _ cTeated for himself. As an example, he showed slides 
tion in workshops, assemblies and social events. of his work documenting the war in Yugoslavia, 

After brief formalities with magazine members where he went because of personal curiosity rather 

from across the country, we headed to the hot spot of than an assignment. This powerful display of initia- 
Kansas, Caleco pizza. A livelybar,Caleco pizzasported "Ve through the medium of photography lingered in 
the signatures of all who felt the need to write on its Our minds as we proceeded to various workshops. 
walls. Both Liz Zilist, Wisconsin Engineer Editor,and Throughoutthe morning, conference participants 
Jenny Wondergem, Production Editor, were provok- chose three workshops to attend. Programs ranged 
ing stimulating conversations about the production from design techniques and managing workshops to 
of engineering magazines with representatives from Critiques of your school’s magazine. The four of us 
Ohio State and University of Colorado. Jason Och, ach went to different workshops, trying to get the 
Wisconsin Engineer writer, was heard discussing most out of our registration fees. Jenny was able to get 

Jimmy Hendrix lyrics with anyone he could find.Don _Tadical new ideas from the design workshop. Liz 
Woolston and Ryn Etter entertained themselvesatthe found the critique to bea helpful guide for analyzing 
pin-ball machine. Before we knew it, it was midnight both the layout and writing aspects of the magazine. 
and time to head back to the Quality Inn. Jason went to the technical writing seminar, to learn 

On the way to our rooms, Jasonand I decided to Some strategies of writing for a technical magazine. 

sing sometunes at the Karaoke bar. To the amusement Jenny and I went to the printing workshop which 
of the remaining bar customers, we sang a few 8 ave advice on what to look for in a good printer. 

memorable tunes, including Rhine-Stone Cowboy and Overall, we were able to broaden our knowledge of 
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the technical writing world. ae ae 
The next event, assembly committees, 

took place in the afternoon. The Wisconsin 
Engineer , was in charge of the Awards and : : | 
Membership Committee. Here we decided . 
what awards to add to the present awards 
and what membership ear eanrens should TH Icx ! BEERS 

be. After long deliberationand muchawaited TE ES ity “OKE 
anticipation, we came up with a “Most Im- : ee e 
proved Magazine Award” and clarified un- a § q LF Lt OW 
clear membership requirements. The meeting 5 i | es 
adjourned after two hours of decision mak- \ 4} NS 
ing. ee apt ) 

By now, dinner time was approaching ee 
quickly, it was time for the four of us to find ; = 
a restaurant. We decided to go to Buffalo ; te ‘ 
Bob’s, an interesting barbecue joint. We all t's willie ) ; 
were ready to eat huge servings of fries and - i} (eet 
barbecued chicken except for Jason, who } 
wanted a Mec Donald’s Happy Meal. After ‘ E 
stuffing our faces, we headed toalocalbrew fi 1 , s 
pub, where most of the conference members eral <a 5 Z = 
were congregating. The rest of the evening ee ee fetigsor Pace = 
was a blur. i aa Si ae Sa & 

The next morning began with the long ge este ee & 
and painful process of a general assembly, at . rae ’ ee a 2 = 
which each committee had to give motions A " ene aoe - 8 
for the constitution. Four hours later, the - - — — —— ——_-— — = 
constitution was finally amended and we General Manager Jim Webb and writer Jason Ochestablisha reputation for Wisconsinas 
adjourned. After short naps, we headed toa __ the Karaokemasters. 
Cajun restaurant for daaeh where we had Oo dodododadod4Ho)s)oJ>Jo) NNa)6Hof}faSa-sH]s oe 
some hot food. It took some time but my tongue finally recovered The banquet was held in the student union. While we ate we 
from the cajun spices and I was able to speak in time fortheawards __ listened to an engineering journalist who spoke about communi- 
banquet. cation. A captivating speaker spoke of the need for engineers to 

learn how to communicate on 
the job. When he was finished, 

% awards were given. The Wis- 
it ! consinEngineer picked up third 

\ \ eS NN place for most entertaining ar- 
i ¥ Ve Wh y il ticleand an honorablemention 

ty . f ‘ t id for best layout. The banquet 
t ~ Say & } oes was a grand finish to a success- 

a >. F ‘ f - ps ls eeloa . ful conference. ; 
iia PA em PVs c 4, ry a We left Lawrence bright 
a ei ers. ; 4 and early the next morning. The 
os = od car was silent. We discovered 

Ww 5 a that a full weekend of constant 
‘A eg aa A communication can wear out 

F be 7 ss even the most talkative bunch. 
ai eiecnin, AY “Si c— Eventually we made it back to 

yr : , “ss S Madisonto find the homework 
iy ’ we had forgotten about over 

x the weekend. II 

‘ & 
Z : — Written by Jim Webb 

~~ Noe ii a 3B 
“Sas ’ a 3 

r se aa i sat = 

A quick pit stop is needed on the way to Kansas to recover from the blizzardy conditions we hit 
travelling through Wisconsin. Don Woolston gives us tips on the finer points of scrapingacar. A ee ee ee ee 
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What is 

The organizing force behind the annual convention with workshops and awards. The 
Wisconsin Engineer road trip is the 70-year old Wisconsin Engineer isacharter member of ECMA, 
Engineering College Magazines Associated, a non- making it perhaps the oldest student organization 
profit organization devoted to supporting engi- on campus. Even though that advertising agency is 
neering-student produced magazines like the no longer involved, the tradition of the ECMA 
Wisconsin Engineer . convention continues. 

The organization started in 1912 because of an The ECMA organization reached its peak in 
advertising executive who saw the revenue success in the 1960s and 1970s. Over 40 magazines 
potential in the 10 or 12 engineering magazines belonged, including even the UW-Platteville Geode . 
that existed at the time. He brought the student During that era, recruitment ads from large national 
leaders together to standardize their format and corporations like General Electric and Bechtel filled 
publication schedules so that in return he could the magazines, and revenue from the ads made both 

collect commissions on advertisements placed in the magazines and ECMA as a whole extremely 
the magazines. He also instituted an annual prosperous. At onetime, the Wisconsin Engineer had 

a reserve of over $10,000, in spite of the common 

practice of paying to fly as many as 18 students and 
faculty to each national convention. 

— The bubble burst in the 1980s. National 

ee A advertisers found the mushrooming number of 

, aes F professionally produced periodicals such as 
ae GraduatingEngineer ,U.S.Black Engineer ,and 

| t Hispanic Engineer to bea moreattractive investment. 
The ad agency that started ECMA went out of 

; eas | business, leaving ECMA without a reliable funding 

fe sat 1 F | source. 

‘\ i -B But none of these problems has reduced the 

: 2 we’ effectiveness of the annual ECMA conventions. 
a eo Each year, one of the 20 or so active schools bids to 

i" ¥ e hold the convention, each trying to outdo the 

be il i} 4 previous year’s event in terms of prestigious 

{ “a | speakers, elaborate workshops on publishing, and 

if ¢ 3 | outrageous social events. From year to year, each 

oa magazine strives for a coveted ECMA award, 

| bh eS especially that for Best All Around Magazine. The 
i. Wisconsin Engineer last had that distinction in 1990; 
i cf 4 in the last two years, the magazine has placed in the 
ao me i top five, but has not overcome stiff competition 
ty : a ——— = from the likes of the California Engineer , witha 

ew circulation of over 9000, and the Minnesota 
ae 5, Technolog , which boastsa paid staff. 

8 However, none of the schools competes with 

: ‘S Wisconsin in terms of getting the most out of trips. 
‘sto the annual ECMA convention. Ill 
= 
& 
= 
3 —Written by Associate Dean Don Woolston 
= 

Don Woolston, asa part of hisdutiesas ECMA chairman, heads the 
generalassembly at the ECMA conventionat Kansas University. 
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. SSO 

ee So Cc iety S p oll ig ht ' 
arsed hedinerisciperisaetgeereenieeerg eee 1 

society of Hisoanic 

Professional Engineers 
Coming to the fishbowl of UW- Latino students 

Madison, with its large campus and vari- [who share the 

ety of students can be intimidating for same] language 
anyone. When you cannot speak your na-__ and music... is a 
tive language and no one listens to the comforting feel- 
same music you do, you can really feel ing” for Pena. 
like a fish out of water. One engineering Rudy 
group is working to help some students Chavez, former 
feel more at home in Madison. The Soci- __ president and 
ety of Hispanic Professional Engineers founder of SHPE, 
has helped 40 engineers make friends also emphasized 

the support func- 
tion of the group. 

i The older mem- SH PE Offers auNique ao oven give 
environment for stu- oe to younger 

students about 
dents of color, espe- classes, professors, and job and intern other Hispanic professionals. Both 

cially Latinos, who may searches. They are glad to be able to Chavez and Pena thought EXPO was a 
; speak to someone in Spanish. “There's a great success for SHPE last spring. “It re- 

feel that they are alone lot of mutual support,” he said. ally joined the group together,” Chavez 
i i commented. Pena agreed and added that 
in their classes Chavez began SHPE in the fall of there was something for everyone to do. 
-David Pena 1991 with the aid of Vilma Linares,anad- The freshmen were especially glad to be 

ministrator in Engineering Mechanics. able to help with the project and get prac- 
They recognized that Latino students tical experience. Their hard work paid off 

with whom they can speak Spanish and needed an organization of their own. in an Honorable Mention at EXPO. 
have fun while wading through the mire _ Linares eventually became the society’s SHPE is not only an organization 
of homework and classes. academic advisor. Since then she has that helps students of color in academic 

“SHPE offers a unique environment been helping students who are intimi- areas, but also provides a forum for so- 
for students of color, especially Latinos, dated because of lingual or cultural barri- _ cializing and meeting new friends. “I feel 
who may feel that they are alone in their _ ers to talk to their professors. we have a strong base now with lots of 
classes, as they often are,” says David Members of SHPE have the opportu- ideas and a fresh membership witha 
Pena, a member of SHPE. The group tries __ nity to visit industries, participate in con- _ willingness to work,” said Chavez confi- 
to help Latinos feel more comfortable in ventions and get hands-on experience at _—_ dently. Il 
Madison by providing a support network | EXPO. Last year they were invited to —_— 
for them on academic, social and per- visit Kraft General Foods in Glenview, IL —§ ——————- AUTHOR 
sonal levels. by a member of the Chicago professional TT 

Some society members are interna- SHPE chapter. “We had good attendance Alyssa Huntis a junior in mechanical 
tional students from Hispanic countries, and everybody was very impressed,” engineering. This summer, Alyssa to worked 
and some are from the United States. Al- says Chavez. The group also attended the kee dog, a ise eae every day and 
though they have very diverse back- national SHPE conference in Chicago re Soe ooo tte oun anon 

: “ : 2 . ry mall at every opportunity. 
grounds, being able to “meet other where they met industry leaders and 
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CRUISE MADISON AR A 
— ee — OM 

Cl OUmrt~<—~—~sOC:iCR 
Otitis 

eS elk Tee onl e The new band mittens cause quite a 

ieee | ‘> rd a 1 1 Lee 

ye rie “ YO i : 
Ue Bag ae ¢ Schmeel, Scmozl, Haas and Pepper 
bagi MDT gs ERO , 
a pe ee Corporated... 
an Aa Pe 
| \& if Ay ta) | Z ee ¢ Good thing this isn't our day job! 
28 Pr, 0 LA ¢ oh A $2... 

ee a ee ¢ U-Rah Rah Wisconsin! 

The Regent Apartments are rigged for students who want to breeze through 

college. For a free tour call our cruise lines at 258-4900 or 1-800-456-0223 

the 

Regent .
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